XTA Series
Modern styling for modern tractors with the
BIG EXTRAS you want; These loaders are
built for today’s larger, stronger front-wheel
assist tractors. It is an excellent loader for
everyday use for handling materials such
as manure, silage and hay. These high-lift
I have a Genesis New Holland 8670 and Westendorf
customized an XTA-700 with
an extra long tower to fit the Super
Steer model. I’ve never had a joystick
before, and I am in the process of
hooking it up to my tractor. The guy at
Westendorf really knew his stuff and
helped me understand how to plumb
in the joystick. Westendorf is a good
company; they are always concerned
and willing to listen to feedback and
suggestions from the field to update
and improve their product line.”
Dick Hines - Iowa

loaders have an excellent low-profile fit for
increased visibility and clear sightlines
while working.

Fits most models with

fenders. Offers great oscillation and fits
narrow rows. Mount or dismount this
big loader in just minutes with the patented Hydraulic Power-Mount™ feature. Patented Snap-Attach™ System. Heavy-duty construction and
grease-from-the-end

pins

replaceable bushings.
Snap™

one-step

with

Hydra-

coupling.

Rotational Level Indicator.
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XTA SERIES OVERVIEW

Bigger, Stronger Buckets
with Options...p. 106

Big Extras -- for big tractors
It is an excellent loader for everyday use for handling materials such as manure, silage and hay.
These high-lift loaders have an excellent low-profile fit for increased visibility and clear sightlines
while working. Fits most models with fenders. Offers great oscillation and fits narrow rows.
For your 2WD and 4WD tractors up to 250 HP.
Practical Solutions

They are rugged by design and utilize an

When you use your loader every day to

industrial strength spring bushing that is

feed cattle, stack hay or load pallets,

replaceable. The bushings have built-in

Westendorf’s practical solutions will keep

wear guards (1) and oversized grease

you smiling. Grease-from-the-end pins

pockets (2) to allow an even and quick

are easy to reach and faster to access for

release of grease while working.

more efficient maintenance. In addition
to the grease-from-the-end convenience, the pins used in the
XTA series loaders are

BIG doesn’t mean bulky

sized loader series. Because larger trac-

All the patented Westendorf

tors are commonly used for field work or

features, such as Snap-

other chores around the yard, additional

case hardened and larger
in diameter.

Attach™, Hydra-Snap™,

improvements to this series such as

double tapered arms,

mounting brackets and tower designs to

rotational level indicator,

accommodate narrow 30” row settings,

low-profile fit and even

custom fit for tractors with large front

the Power-Mount™ fea-

tires to increase the turning radius, and

ture makes dismounting

the ability to keep fenders on the tractor

your loader a breeze on

for most models makes this series the

this super-

most versatile and durable choice for

Last year I purchased an
XTA-700A with a Cat Claw
3-D grab fork. It is a fantastic piece of equipment!”
Dick Hines - Iowa

Convenient

Every aspect of a Westendorf loader is designed for “your”
convenience. Convenience makes your job easier and
more enjoyable, even if it involves manure.

high horsepower tractors.
Self-Aligning
V-Guides for
Grapple

Bucket adaptations
when you order
Considering a grapple fork at a later date?
Why not make sure all bracketry is added to
your bucket at the factory when you order your
loader? It makes the installation of the grapple
hassle-free when the time comes to upgrade.

Quality Cylinders

Westendorf cylinders are manufactured to
internal quality levels based on over 75 years
experience. They’re compact, lightweight and
reliable. Metal piston rings with permaseal joints
outperform plastic components in heavy-duty
work environments year after year. PIston rods
are chrome-plated above industry standards for more protection from rust,
stroke wear and surface flaws.
The cylinders are tested
several times under both
high and low pressure
before delivery.
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Power-Mount™

Hands down, it is the key reason why Westendorf
owners love their loader. The true Power-Mount™
capabilities of a Westendorf loader let your tractor
hydraulics do all the work. No pins to realign, no
tools required, and no hassles. Go from feeding
cattle to doing field work in just minutes. You won’t
even need a slab of concrete; just park it on virtually
any surface and back away.

The fit does
make a difference
What does a properly fitting loader
feel like? It feels great, and looks
good, too. A well fitted loader allows better turning radius, better
visibility and more lift power by
keeping the loader positioned
farther back on the tractor.

Have YOU
seen the light?

No, we haven’t found a new storage space for
those dangerous stands and keeper pins...
A Westendorf loader DOES NOT require the use
of stands or additional components to dismount
the loader. The support structure is built into
the design of the loader; the most important
thing about our
torsion tube is that
it intersects “both”
walls for optimum
stability and it is
strategically positioned out of the
way so you can still
see the couplers
and implements
while working.

The faster, cleaner
way to couple hoses
How do I know if I need a
self-leveling loader?

The key factor in determining whether to add
mechanical or hydraulic self-leveling kit has to
do with what tasks you want to perform with
your loader. If you handle hay or load pallets
frequently, then yes - you’ll appreciate a forklift
or spear that stays level as you raise the loader.

Precision when
you need it
The rotational level
indicator monitors the
implement’s positions
from rolled back to fully
dumped. Add the height
indicator to speed up
daily repetitive tasks.

Power-Linkage

Both loaders in the XTA series benefit
from power-linkage. It is a series of
linkages located behind the quick
coupler and before the bucket
cylinder connection. It increases the
bucket’s dump and rollback angles
and adds increased bucket power.

Snap-Attach™

The original quick-change
system was introduced to the
market over 30 years ago. It is
consistent in design and has
withstood the test of time...
change to a spear or snow
scraper without any tools or extra
trips off the tractor.

Save time and temper with the Hydra-Snap™, one-lever coupling
manifold. Connects all four (or six) loader hoses to your tractor
in one smooth motion. Standard in the XTA series loader package, the Hydra-Snap™ is the perfect companion to the patented
Power-Mount™ system. It prevents hose mix ups and is a much
“cleaner” alternative to connecting individual hoses. For the
cleanest connection, consider the flat face coupler upgrade.

Custom options

Build a loader package to meet your material handling needs.
The XTA series offers multiple
tower modifications to accommodate various frame style
tractors. Add items such as:
•Big bucket & chain hooks
•Grapple forks
•Comfort Ride
•Mechanical self-leveling
•Custom paint color
www.loaders.com
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XTA-400
Modern styling for the modern tractor

2WD up to 200 HP
4WD up to 175 HP
7900# at 13’

Built for the larger, stronger 2WD and 4WD tractors, the XTA Series gives you the BIG extras
you need. It fits most tractor models with fenders, allows great oscillation and it works with
narrow rows. It features heavy duty replaceable 2 -1/4” bushings with chrome-vanadium
spring steel inserts, grease-from-the-end pins and Westendorf’s legendary power linkage
for extra rollback and dump angles. Considering the size of this loader, it is the easiest
large loader to mount and dismount on the market today.

XTA-400
Base package:

• 3” Bucket Cylinders
• 3” Lift Cylinders
• Hydraulic Power-Mount™
• Snap-Attach™
• Mounting & Hose Kit
• Hydra-Snap™ Hydraulic Manifold
• Rotational Level Indicator
• 84” Large Capacity Bucket

Options:

• 3-1/2” Lift Cylinder
• 90”-112“ Buckets
• Mechanical Self-Leveling
• 3rd Steel Line
• Rotational Height Indicator
• Bucket Teeth
• Back Drag Blade
• Comfort Ride
• Precision Valve w/Regen Spool & Joystick
• Attachments. (pp. 64-65)

XTA-700

The “BIG” extras you want

2WD up to 250 HP
4WD up to 210 HP
10,900# at 15’

The XTA-700 is the larger version of the XTA-400. It is also ideal for
heavy material handling such as manure, hay and silage. It was
designed for taller, bigger and heavy-duty use tractors. It fits most
tractors on the narrow 30” rows and many with fenders.

XTA-700 Base package:

• 3” Bucket Cylinders
• 3-1/2” Lift Cylinders
• Hydraulic Power-Mount™
• Snap-Attach™
• Mounting & Hose Kit
• Hydra-Snap™ Hydraulic Manifold
• Rotational Level Indicator
• 96” Large Capacity Bucket
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The ideal compliment to the
patented power-mount™ system, the
Hydra-Snap™ makes connecting or
disconnecting the loader to the tractor
a breeze. Keep your hands clean, and
don’t worry about mixing up hoses
any more. The patented manifold
is included with ALL the XTA Series
loaders. You may also consider the
Flat Face Hydra-Snap™ upgrade.
Just rotate the lever and ALL hoses
couple at once.

Options:

• 90”-112“ Buckets
• 3rd Steel Line
• Mechanical Self-Leveling
• Rotational Height Indicator
• Bucket Teeth
• Back Drag Blade
• Comfort Ride
• Precision Valve w/Regen Spool & Joystick
• Complete line of Attachments. (pp. 64-65)

Loader not intended for this use;
shown to illustrate oscillation.
www.loaders.com
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XTA SERIES ATTACHMENTS

It’s a Snap!

Read more about material
handling attachments...
pp. 102-117

Our patented Snap-Attach™ automatically Snap-Locks itself
on without additional trips off the tractor for quick
attachment changes.

Snap-Attach

™

Tried and true design
does NOT require any tools
The simple Snap-Attach™ adapter has a patented V-shape to
self-align the attachment to the adapter; plus, it ensures a tight connection
over time minimizing wear. This system has been tested for over 30
years and is one of the favorite reasons customers give for loving
their Westendorf loader. See page 9 for details.
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A

XTA Performance
		
POINTS
VP-96

EB-34

FL-42
FL-48

BC-5000

BC-6000

BC-8000
BC-8800

XTA-400
XTA-700

B Clearance (bucket dump - inches)
C1 Rollback Angle | C2 Dump Angle
D Reach at Max Height
E Reach at Ground Level (to pin)

E

A) Lift Height
C2) Dump Angle
B) Clearance
D) Reach at Max Height
C1) Rollback Angle E) Reach at Ground Level
*For additional information on AWC Capacity - see page 11.

Note: Above specifications are based on ASABE S301.3 standard. Specifications may vary depending on make and
model of tractor, front axle configuration, tire size, hydraulic system and type of attachment. Design specifications are
subject to change without notice or obligation.

Z-47

GF-52

GF-51

GF-64

XTA-400
XTA-700

GF-84 GF-96

(1)

GF-184-3D

GF-32
TB-38

FB-42

SQ-80

SP-43

SP-76

SP-42 SP-72

XTA Specifications
Tractor HP Rating (approximate)
A Full Height (ground to pin - feet/inches)

C1

XTA Series Attachments

DB-84 DB-96 DB-120 SBB-8 SBB-10 SBB-12

C2

SP-74

Lift Capacity - AWC* (31.5” from pin)
Lift Capacity - at Pivot Pin
Lift Cylinder - Std | Opt.
Bucket Cylinder - Std | Opt.
Bucket Sizes Available
HDHC - HEAVY DUTY HIGH CAPACITY

SS-I

SS-II

XTA-400

XTA-700

up to 200 HP

up to 250 HP

13’ / 156”

15’ / 180”

120”

141”

27° | 48°

34° | 47°

20”

31”

23”

32”

2500 psi | 3000 psi

2500 psi | 3000 psi

4500 | 5400

6200 | 7440

6590 | 7900

9080 | 10900
3-1/2”

3” | 3-1/2”
3”

3”

84”, 90”, 96”, HDHC

96”, 108”, HDHC

BH-15

BT-84

(2)
(2)

(1) Requires 96” Large Capacity Bucket (2) Required HDHC Bucket
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